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Bowling Green State University 
SGA senatorial candidates drop out of election race 
by Kyi* Silvers 
Newa atall raportar 
Student Government Association 
elections may not be held April 22 as 
planned, due to the withdrawals of two 
senatorial candidates  yesterday. 
Rodgers/Kohl/Conklin candidates 
Michael Noggle and Andy Lrigo sub- 
mitted their withdrawals yesterday at 
5 p.m. to the Elections and Opinions 
Board, Co-Chairman Mary Kay Zajac 
announced at last night's SGA 
meeting. 
Without these two candidates, there 
is not a quorum of eleven candidates 
running. Consequently, the election 
would be futile. 
A quorum is necessary for an of- 
ficial vote. 
After a 20-minute adjournment of 
the meeting, during which the Senate 
privately voted, Chairperson of the 
Senate Beth Ellenberger said the 
Senate would announce its decision 
about how to handle the election at the 
next SGA meeting, Thursday at 7:30 
p.m. 
SGA PRESIDENT Dana Kortokraz 
immediately responded, "I then bold 
that the Senate knows what they're 
doing." 
In a hotly contested move, motions 
were passed to postpone discussion of 
the upcoming election until all the 
senators are notified of the situation. 
Although attendance was man- 
datory last night, three senators sub- 
mitted proxies and four had unexcus- 
ed absences. Ellenberger said she had 
sent all the senators letters last week 
notifying them that they must submit 
proxies if they were unable to attend, 
or their seats could be vacated. 
"People are not doing their Jobs by 
not being here," he said. "They're 
delaying everything." 
She said she expects full attendance 
Thursday. 
"I'm personally going to go and get 
proxies from their hands if I have to," 
she said. 
PRESIDENTIAL candidate Bruce 
Johnson   said   senatorial   apathy 
presents a major problem. 
Kortokrax said she was upset by 
last night's action, which she 
vigorously opposed at the meeting. 
"I have to put my faith in what the 
Senate is doing." she said. "It's a 
very unfortunate situation. It's hard 
to encourage participation when it's 
so discouraging to come to a 
meeting." 
Dissolution of SGA one option available in handling election dilemma 
itall photo by Dale Omori 
SGA President Dana Kortokrax presides ovar laat night's SGA meeting, at which election problems were 
discussed. Draw Forhan, student representative to the Board of Trustees, and Lyle Ganske, academic affairs 
coordinator, have a small discussion of their own. 
Housing commission reviews code 
by Kyle Silvers 
News staff raportar 
Student Government Association 
has four options for dealing with the 
troubled election. 
Mary Kay Zajac, co-chairman of 
the Elections and Opinions Board, 
outlined the options at last night's 
SGA meeting. 
The first option is to reschedule the 
elections and re-open candidate ap- 
plications. 
The second is to amend the constitu- 
tion to allow the election to occur after 
the fifth week of the quarter. 
THE NEXT option provides for 
elimination of the current district 
system. Candidates would be elected 
on an off- and on-campus basis, rather 
than by specific places of residence. 
However.students who already have 
submitted applications for the elec- 
tion would be included. 
The final option is to dissolve SGA, 
and only should be considered if the 
other options fail, Zajac said. 
She said the Elections and Opinions 
Board is displeased with the situation, 
but added that the board cannot make 
recommendations to the senate, 
which must make the final decision. 
Board member Chris Heiman said, 
"We were disappointed because we 
feel it's unfair to the candidates, 
because a lot of the senators are runn- 
ing." 
Presidential candidate Bruce 
Johnson objected to the senate's ac- 
tion last night because he said it was 
unfair to his opponent, Jeff Hut- 
cheson. 
"IT WOULD be unfair for myself to 
be informed and Hutch not to be in- 
formed," he said. 
Hutcheson alsu said he was upset. 
"I was perturbed,"he said. "No 
matter what anybody says, there are 
two members of the other ticket who 
sat in on the (senate) meeting. I don't 
consider that very fair." 
Michael Noggle, one of the can- 
didates who withdrew, said that if he 
and Andy Longo had not withdrawn, 
two other candidates would have. 
"Let's face it. How many people are 
going to go out and vote on a ballot 
that has no choices on it?" he ask- 
ed. "Looking ahead, how could we ex- 
pect to be successful with the coming 
election as it is? What good would that 
do the SGA?" 
NOGGLE SAID that, like SGA 
President Dana Kortokrax, he does 
not support the present district 
system. 
Kortokrax explained the procedure 
for dissolving SGA. 
"If the SGA had no election to pro- 
duce new students officially by the 
seventh week of the quarter, SGA 
would be officially disbanded." 
If SGA no longer existed, she said, 
the Dean of Student Offices would 
take responsibility for the student 
body. A developmental committee 
would be formed to adopt a new con- 
stitution, which could automatically 
be adopted or sent to the polls for a 
campus-wide vote. 
One election that will be held on 
schedule is for Union Activities 
Director-at-Large, which will take 
place April 22. 
ZAJAC ADDED that she will not 
serve as co-chairman for this election, 
because she is a candidate. 
Phi Delts 
suspended 
The Phi Delta Theta fraternity 
has been suspended from ail 
University activities, Teresa 
Sharp, the associate director of the 
University's News Service, said 
yesterday. 
The reason for the suspension, 
issued by Provost and Executive 
Vice  President  Michael  Ferrari 
yesterday, is "alleged infractions 
of the Ohio Revised Code and 
University regulations," Sharp 
said. 
William Bess, director of Cam- 
pus Safety and Security, said he is 
"in no position to comment at this 
time." But, he added that the divi- 
sion is working with the Bowling 
Green city police on "possible 
criminal charges." 
Richard Edwards, University 
vice president, said, "This is an in- 
ternal action" which is under in- 
vestigation. 
Dr. Ferrari and Phi Delta Theta 
President Ed Peters both declined 
comment on the action at this time. 
by Cralg Hyde 
Nawa ataff reporter 
Deliberations over the proposed 
Bowling Green City housing code con- 
tinued yesterday as the city housing 
commission called a special meeting 
to re-evaluate its (3-2) decision to en- 
dorse the proposed code. 
The decision for endorsement by a 
report presented by Rick Ketxen- 
barger, city zoning director, was 
made after members were mistaken- 
ly led to believe that the proposed 
code would be applicable to all pro- 
perty in the city, John Quinn, commis- 
sion chairman, said. 
City attorney Patrick Crowiey ex- 
plained that the proposed code only 
will provide for the inspection of ren- 
tal unite, and that the existing Wood 
County housing code would provide 
for other owner-occupied properties. 
AT AN EARLIER city council 
meeting, Councilman-at-Large 
Wendell Jones suggested that the 
elimination of the Wood County code 
would generate a savings of $12,000. 
The misunderstanding concerning 
the matter centered around which 
code will cover which area. 
Crowiey clarified that if the propos- 
ed code passes it will not repeal the 
present Wood County code, as many 
persons were led to believe. 
"The present code is applicable to 
both rental and single-family owner 
occupied homes, on request," he said. 
JONES SAID there may be areas of 
the Wood County code that are un- 
constitutional. "Too many people 
criticize this proposed code as if the 
other one is perfect," he said. 
Jones said that he feels the old code 
was poorly put together and needs to 
be evaluated. 
THE PURPOSE of the meeting was 
to re-evaluate and clarify the 
misunderstanding. Four of the five 
members of the commission were pre- 
sent Quinn and Linda Metx are oppos- 
ed to the proposed code, and Dr. 
Charles Means and William Yinger 
are supporting the code, Quinn said. 
Sue Barber, the only member of the 
commission not present at the 
meeting, originally supported the 
code. Quinn noted that without 
Barber's presence at the meeting, the 
commission would remain with its 
prior decision to endorse the proposed 
code. 
Discussion initiated by Means, 
University vice provost of educational 
development, examined the need for 
two codes. 
Means said be thinks there la no 
reason why one code could not cover 
an properties in the city, and said, "I 
think Bowling Green is large enough 
to have its own code for the whole ci- 
ty." 
But Dr. Charles Barrel], city council 
member, assured the commission 
that he was present at the drafting of 
the present code, and in his opinion, it 
was carefully researched and put 
together. 
Means suggested to Jones that in 
the time remaining before City Coun- 
cil makes its decision, be should look 
into the feasibility of combining the 
two codes. 
"THAT DOESN'T give him much 
time," Means said. "If we're going to 
do it in part one and part two, then 
let's do it" 
Jones pointed out that the effective 
date of 'he proposed code, if passed, 
would be Jan. 1,1961, and he accused 
members of the commission of not be- 
ing aware of this fact 
He said if the code passes there will 
be six months in which to develop an 
effective code. 
"I think the professional person we 
hire may have his own ideas. I think 
that we should trust the skills of the 
professional we hire," be said. 
Jones explained that his main con- 
cern now is getting the code passed 
and added that too many people are 
against the code because they are con- 
cerned with the Immediate effects of 
its Implementation. 
"Give it some time to develop," he 
said. 
Space shuttle journey marks history 
BASE, Calif. (AP) - The spaceship 
Columbia's triumphant journey pro- 
mises a new era In the exploration of 
space and again establishes America 
as a space-sailing power. 
"I think we got something that's 
really going to mean something to the 
country and the world," astronaut 
Robert Crippen said during the 
54H-hour flight. 
Crippen and shuttle commander 
John Young were the first Americans 
to venture into the space since the 
Apollo-Soyuz mission with the Rus- 
sians July 24,1975. 
"THROUGH YOU," President 
Reagan told the astronauts, "we all 
feel like giants once again." 
Questions about the integrity of 
heat-shielding tiles on Columbia's 
underbelly added extra tension to the 
mission's end. 
The Columbia - the biggest craft 
ever put Into orbit and the first with 
wings -is a cross between a spaceship 
and an airplane designed as a 
freighter that will make 100 or more 
round-trips beyond earth. 
Because two of the shuttle's heat 
resistant tiles were missing and a 
dozen damaged on the top of the 
spacecraft, the Air Force took high 
resolution photographs of the more 
sensitive underside of the ship as it 
passed over Hawaii. 
A source said the Air Force pictures 
showed the underside tiles were ap- 
parently all in place. However, NASA 
officials said clouds obscured the view 
and the photographic results were in- 
conclusive. 
The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration says the $10 
billion Space Transportation System 
could turn the heavens into a scientific 
laboratory, a weightless workshop 
and perhaps even a distant bat- 
tleground. 
Even as the Columbia was circling 
the globe, the shuttle Challenger, still 
just a partial fuselage with wings, was 
taking shape inside a Rockwell Inter- 
national hanger near Palmdale, 20 
miles south of here. 
CONSTRUCTION OF the Discovery 
and the Atlantis should begin in the 
next year or so, forming the world's 
tint fleet of spaceships. 
After a series of Columbia test 
flights, the shuttles' 80-foot cargo bays 
may fill with up to 66,000 pounds of 
cargo. 
Scientists and soldiers foresee an 
assortment of new uses for apace, 
while NASA U pushing the shuttle as a 
commercial tool. A company can rent 
a shuttle flight for $35 million or 
choose a Getaway Special to send a 
small canister aloft for as little as 
$3,000. 
Industry, so far, has been 
lukewarm. 
THE SHUTTLE program, already 
two years behind schedule, might 
have faced near disaster bad this 
shakedown cruise gone bad. Some of- 
ficials speculated that a failure might 
have stalled the project at least two 
more years, although NASA promised 
to continue its support 
Mel Burke, shuttle manager at 
Dryden Flight Center here, said the 
craft will be weighted and balanced 
for analysis of its landing, and 
cameras will examine the 31,000 tiles 
that form Its heatshiekL 
Several days after touchdown, a 
triangular tail cone will be put over the 
shuttle's rearmounted engine to im- 
prove its aerodynamics for the move 
back to Kennedy Space Center in 
Florida. Burke said the ship wffl be 
mounted atop a Boeing 747 jumbo jet 
for the ride back. 
The two-day trip could begin in 
about six days. At Kennedy, the ship 
will be checked and refitted for its se- 
cond voyage into space, perhaps in the 
autumn. 
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Opinion 
Wil I there be an SGA?   £L human beings are worth protection 
Does anyone care? ' Anti-abortionists care for quality of life 
Indecisiveness and confusion seem to rule this year's 
Student Government Association elections. 
Since two candidates withdrew from the senatorial race 
yesterday, there is not even a quorum of eleven candidates 
running. An April 22 election would be useless. 
The problem was brought to SGA senators attention last 
night, but they refrained from voicing a solution, even to 
SGA executives. Senators decided to wait until Thursday's 
meeting, hoping that they have a quorum so they can vote. 
Quorums seem to be a problem for SGA. 
The elections and opinions board offered four solutions to 
SGA senators, but none of them are flawless. If SGA 
reschedules the elections and re-opens candidate applica- 
tions, does that mean students are going to be any less 
apathetic? 
And if SGA decides to change or amend the constitution, 
will they be able to get a quorum to vote? 
The final option calls for the dissolution of SGA and 
recommends that a new student government be formed. 
This seems like a drastic measure to take. What if students 
are not any more interested in a new government than they 
are in the present one? We would end up in the same 
chaotic mess that we are in now. 
A student government organization cannot be blamed for 
students' lack of initiative, but when some SGA represen- 
tatives fail to show interest, that does not say much for 
those students either. 
It sometimes amazes me to no end 
that persons who are engaged in the 
process of higher education are ac- 
tually so naive concerning toe issue of 
abortion. Yes, the Human Life 
Amendment will define personhood at 
the moment of conception because 
that is exactly what it is. Anyone who 
is not aware of this fact, yes fact, ac- 
cording to scientific and medical 
evidence, has obviously not research- 
ed this point 
The pro-life movement has not 
grown to such great numbers based on 
the accused emotional premise "that 
we know in our hearts" that the fetus 
is a human being. We have come to 
this position from the gathering of 
facts that the zygote, the embryo, and 
the fetus are truly a human being but 
at a different stage of development 
such as the infant, the child, the 
teenager, the adult, the middle aged, 
and the elderly. We believe that 
human life is worth protecting at 
every stage of our growth and 
development 
Contrary to popular belief, we are 
not a handful of Catholics who are try- 
Focus 
Judy Hoffbauer 
BGSU Student* lor Ufa 
ing to push our religious aspects on to 
other people. Yes, there are Catholics 
in the movement but there are scores 
of other religions, along with 
agnostics, and atheists who have join- 
ed in the attempt to protect all human 
life. Among these persons is an avow- 
ed atheist. Dr. Bernard Natbanson, 
M.D., who was formerly director of 
the Center for Reproductive and Sex- 
ual Health in New York, which was 
the world's largest abortion clinic. In 
Nathanson's consequent work with 
obstetrics he came to the definite con- 
clusion that the fetus is a human life 
worth protecting by law. Read his 
book "Aborting America" available 
in the University library. 
I am also very insulted by Terri 
Royed's comment that the pro-life 
movement displays childlike 
in its Imilstini i that all fertilized eggs 
be allowed to grow. We supposedly 
give no consideration to the 14-year- 
old who is pregnant or the poverty 
stricken family in whom the mother is 
expecting her eighth child. Wake up 
and look around! 
If we did not care about the quality 
of life, we would not be fighting for it! 
And do you truly believe that the kill- 
ing of an innocent human being is the 
solution to society's problems? Find 
me one pro-life group who does not 
work in conjunction with a supportive 
pregnancy group. Also, find me 
counter statistics that child abuse has 
NOT increased since abortion was 
legalized, 400% increase to be exact. 
Yes, and suppose a child simply is not 
wanted. What kind of society places 
the value of human life on a per-jns 
"wantedness"? Only a sick one, I will 
guarantee you. 
Concerning the "defective" child in 
the womb. Why not wait until the child 
is born, just to make sure he or she is 
actually "defective," and then kill the 
child if it be so? This is murder, you 
say? It is infanticide to be exact and 
it is happening in every major 
pediatric hospital in the United States. 
What Is the difference between abor- 
tion and the killing of a baby two 
hours, two days, or two weeks after 
birth? The only difference is the place 
of residence. Another problem we 
cannot fail to recognize is that of who 
is going to play "god" and decide 
where to draw the line In defec- 
tiveness. 
My final comment Every woman 
has the right to her own body. There is 
no doubt about this statement So why 
does a woman have the legal right to 
kill her baby daughter? Find me a 
scientific or medical evidence that the 
baby's body and the mother's are 
one. If the mother delivers a stillborn 
baby, does that mean if they are one, 
the mother is dead too? If the mother 
is carrying a baby boy, does this mean 
she is half female and half male dur- 
ing her pregnancy? And would so- 
meone please explain to me how "one 
person" may have two different blood 
types! As for the woman's right to her 
own body, I'm 100% for it. Even the 
women in the womb. 
Lawyers have to feed themselves NWr^pSSSSS" 
WASHINGTON - It goes without 
saying that when it comes to book, 
film and TV rights, a notorious crime 
has a great deal more value than a 
run-of-the-mill one that hardly got into 
the newspapers. 
Last week, an accused murderer 
revealed that his lawyer would take 
his legal fee out of the potential pro- 
ceeds of a book contract 
The D.C Bar Association is looking 
into the matter because the arrange- 
ment could violate the District Bar 
Code of Ethics. 
The reason why the District doesn't 
approve of lawyers sharing in the 
literary fruits of their clients' alleged 
crimes (although many states do), is 
that a lawyer might be more in- 
terested in how the book comes out 
than the trial He could even knowing- 
ly, or unknowingly, tailor the defense 
to make a better story. 
This fictitious conversation could 
take place in many states where a 
canon forbidding a defense lawyer 
from sharing in literary rights does 
not exist: 
Focus 
Art Buchwald 
syndicated columnist 
"Lefty, as you know, we're in the se- 
cond week of the trial and I think I've 
made a pretty strong case for you." 
"I ain't complaining. You gave the 
D.A. a run for his money. I got a feel- 
ing the jury is going to come back with 
a not guilty verdict" 
"That's what my editor thinks, too, 
Lefty. Originally, when we worked out 
the outline of the book, we thought it 
would make a better story if I got you 
off at the end. But now that the press 
keeps referring to our case as the 
'Crime of the Century,' we believe it 
would be better if you got the electric 
chair." 
"Are you crazy or something? Why 
would it be better if I got the chair?" 
"It's more dramatic if, after a great 
defense, the jury still finds you guilty. 
Letters. 
A not guilty verdict makes the book 
anti-climactic and a big letdown, par- 
ticularly if we're going for a 'Book of 
the Month' deal" 
"Wait a minute. I don't mind you 
taking your fee out of the literary 
rights to my trial, but I don't want to 
fry for it" 
"Listen, Lefty, when you came to 
me, you didn't have a dime. You chose 
me because I was the best criminal 
lawyer in the country. But I'm not in 
this business for my health I don't 
want you to go to the chair any more 
titan you do. But if I don't make any 
money out of this book, I'll have 
wasted six months of my time." 
"I think the whole thing stinks." 
"Look, Lefty, I'll even throw in an 
appeal to the Supreme Court for 
nothing for you. But my first obliga- 
tion Is to my publishers. After all, 
they're the ones who are paying me." 
"I could have done better with a 
public defender." 
"You know you don't honestly 
believe that Lefty. Have you ever 
heard of a public defender who has 
won a Pulitzer Prize?" 
■ 
Bicycle tire slasher 
tcxments freshman 
From what I had always heard col- 
lege is a place for mature adults. 
From my recent experience I've 
learned that a few immature adults 
were admitted, by mistake no doubt, 
into this particular institution. 
I am a freshman here at the Univer- 
sity, and I am living in a five-man 
room in Founders. Three of my room- 
mates have bicycles, and they insist 
on keeping them in the room. Seeing 
that my bike was a couple of years old 
I felt that it was best to keep it in the 
bike racks with all of the other bikes. 
A normal person would see nothing 
wrong with this plan and might be in- 
clined to do the same thing. But now I 
have doubts about my plan of action 
because someone decided to slit my 
tire. 
A tire, totally wasted for no reason. 
What kind of person slashes another's 
tire? How mature can this person be? 
For a cheap thrill another person is 
put out; I have to pay the price of so- 
meone's sick Joke. 
Truthfully the incident caused much 
anger and if the name of my tormen- 
tor were given to me, I could easily be 
tempted to get even (which wouldn't 
solve anything). 
One way to stop such senseless acts 
is for people to just not do them. It is 
easy to see how if one person is vic- 
timized he might take his anger out on 
someone else - another innocent, un- 
suspecting and trusting person. Two 
wrongs never do make a right, 
therefore it wouldn't be right for me to 
strike back at someone else. 
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The only thing to do is to buy a new 
tire and hope that the certain im- 
mature person has grown up in the 
time it takes me to fix my bike. 
Because once my bike is fixed it's go- 
ing to be right back in the bike rack 
where it belongs. 
Carol ftinker 
Jt7 Treadway Hall 
Stanley Band concert 
mishandled by UAO 
Once again, with a style all their 
own, UAO Concerts has managed to 
emDarrass tnemselves in front of the 
student body. Of course, I am referr- 
ing to the way they are "mishandling" 
the upcoming MSB concert. 
Their clever idea of not advertising 
the concert, in hopes of avoiding a 
mob scene, failed miserably. Uncon- 
firmed rumors were all that was 
necessary to tend faithful MSB fans 
into a frenzy. 
This is not my main gripe however, 
because I was more than willing to 
spend 10 hours "camping out" with 
my friends to obtain good seats. I also 
am not complaining about the 
distribution of  the stubs  because 
anyone there could tell you it was 10 
times worse last year. 
My complaint is the fact that after 
going through all the work to get one 
of the first stubs distributed, it was 
almost impossible to get a reserved 
seat. Yes, I will admit I am one of the 
precious few who managed to secure a 
reserved seat, but there are many 
others that slept in line like myself 
who are now faced with the prospect 
of waiting in another, even longer line, 
before the concert 
Can UAO be so desperate for money 
that they have to sell the majority of 
seats as general admission just ao 
they can cram a few extra students 
in? Are they more concerned with 
DOONESBURY 
making a profit than they are with stu- 
dent safety? Every seat in that arena 
was reserved for parents and students 
when they went to see Red Skelton on 
Parent's Day last October, so I know 
it was possible to do the same for this 
concert 
I don't understand how UAO of- 
ficials and advisers can have so little 
respect for students that they can 
force us into such a potentially 
dangerous situation Granted, the 
700-plus line waiting for stubs was 
passive (which I think is highly com- 
mendable since we were all frustrated 
by UAO's refusals to comment), but it 
was too cold to get really excited. If 
this concert is a sellout, there will be 
some 5,600 students waiting all day to 
get in to see MSB. Campus Safety and 
Security is going to have its hands full 
trying to keep this many anxious and 
probably intoxicated concert goers 
under control. 
It la too late to boycott this concert, 
but I sincerely feel that future UAO 
concerts should be boycotted until 
they are handled in a manner that 
displays a concern for student safety. 
After all, UAO's responsibility is to 
the student > fact I nope they 
remember if someone is seriously in- 
jured when 5,600 students rush the 
opening doors on May 9. 
Cathy Phillips 
On-campus mailbox #4949 
by Garry Trudeau 
Respond. 
If you would like to comment on 
SfJTaithtng in the News or anything 
of interest to the campus or com- 
munity, write to the News. 
The letter or guest column should 
be typewritten, triple-epaced and 
signed. Include your address and 
telephone number for verification. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that art in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor of The BG News, 106 Univer- 
sity Hall. 
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Meetings 
A CRIMINAL JUSTICE MEETING will be held today 
at 8 p.m. in the Taft Room, University Union. Richard 
Hinkle, placement director of Pathfinder House, will 
speak. 
THE SAILING CLUB will meet today at 8 p.m. in 224 
Math Science. There will be sign-ups for this weekend's 
Regatta in Michigan. 
THE MARKETING CLUB will meet today at 7:30 p.m. 
in Room 110 of the Business Administration building. 
THE NATIONAL STUDENT SPEECH, LANGUAGE 
AND HEARING ASSOCIATION will meet today at 7:30 
p.m. in 111 South Hall. Deb Townsend will speak and 
nominations will be made for next year's officers. 
Seminar 
A RAPE CRISIS SEMINAR will be held from 7-10 p.m. 
today at the Terra Technical College in Fremont. Sgts. 
Dana Dorsey and Clarence Jones from the Fremont 
Police Department will speak on self-defense. 
Interview 
PERMA-CRAFTS, a direct sales company, will be in- 
terviewing students today for summer employment. 
Contact the Student Employment Program for more in- 
formation. 
Discussion 
BOB TRUBE OF THE INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP will lead a discussion entitled "Good 
Man, Mad Man, Con Man, God Man-Who is the Real 
Jesus?" Thursday, April 16 at 3:30 p.m. in the Com- 
muter Center. 
Proposed Reagan budget wipes out VISTA jobs 
by David Slgworth 
Newi staff reporter 
President Reagan's proposed federal budget for the 
next few years would eliminate Volunteers in Service to 
America by 1963, if passed, it was announced last week. 
This elimination will affect the lives of IS Toledo VISTA 
volunteers and the residents helped by the five VISTA 
Toledo programs. 
"They're more than just cuts," Paul Lockwood, news 
bureau chief of ACTION - the program under which 
VISTA operates, said. "The administration plans to com- 
pletely phase out VISTA by fiscal year 1983." 
LOCKWOOD SAID the S34 million that VISTA receives 
will be reduced to $20.7 million in fiscal 1982 and to $10 
million in 1983. He said the $10 million will be used for 
phasing out the program. These financial cuts will lower 
the number of VISTA volunteers from the current 4,080 to 
2,725 in 1982 and to zero in 1963. 
VISTA has employed volunteers since 1964, under one- 
year renewable contracts, to work with disadvantaged 
persons. Volunteers are paid a small stipend for their 
work. 
"What the administration is saying is that while VISTA 
has been successful in a number of areas," Lockwood 
said, "VISTA isn't worth the money anymore. It's a Judg- 
ment caU." 
This would put the Toledo area's 15 VISTA volunteers 
out of work, some before 1983, as their one-year contracts 
would not be renewed. 
THE NORTH Toledo Area Corporation employs six of 
these volunteers, who help organize people around local 
issues, according to Lucy Myers, a VISTA community 
organizer. 
The volunteers train residents to be leaders and to 
stand on their own. 
Myers said two volunteers' contracts will expire in 
June and the rest in November. She said the volunteers 
could possibly renew their contracts through June of 1963, 
but this is still only a possibility. 
The Toledo Metropolitan Mission employs the remain- 
ing nine volunteers in four programs, Richard Dunbar, 
VISTA supervisor, said. The first program employs two 
volunteers working for Quality Integrated Education 
which organizes "groups of citizens, administrators, 
clergy - any civic-minded individual - toward voluntary 
school desegregation," be said. 
THE SECOND employs three volunteers working in a 
Welfare Information Center, which provides information 
about welfare recipients' rights and helps to maximize 
benefits to those on the program, Dunbar said. 
One of the two QIE volunteers' and all three WIC 
volunteers' contracts will expire in November, he said. 
Dunbar said he did not know if these programs will sur- 
vive, although they have staff hired under other funding. 
One volunteer is employed in the Street Ministry Pro- 
gram, he said, working with teen-agers in providing sup- 
port and professional referral services, and three 
volunteers are working with FACT - Friends Acting to 
Change Toledo, which pulls local residents together to 
fight for neighborhood improvements. These programs 
should survive the loss of the volunteers, Dunbar said. 
Bob Jackson, a spokesman for the Detroit VISTA 
recruiting office, which sends recruiters to the University 
twice a year, said there is a good possibility that no 
recruiters will come next year, except to recruit Peace 
Corps volunteers. 
Lower enrollments end overcrowding 
Miscellaneous 
STUDENTS INTERESTED in the Rifle Team should 
contact Jeff Gibson at 372-2472. 
STUDENTS MAY REGIS fEB for a beginning oil pain- 
ting class which is being offered by the city's Depart- 
ment of Parks and Recreation. Interested persons 
should contact the department at 352-3541 before 4 p.m. 
April 17. 
by Marie Clttsrlno 
News stall reporter 
A ceiling placed on the number of freshmen and 
transfer student enrollments for fall quarter by the 
University Admissions office will put an end to over- 
crowded residence halls next year, Robert Rudd, director 
of housing, said. 
Because the total number of incoming freshmen will be 
300-400 less than last year, Rudd said that every student 
will be able to obtain on-campus housing and placement 
in lounges and triple rooms will not be necessary. 
The bousing office began accepting residence hall ap- 
plications last week, anticipating an increased demand 
for on-campus rooms next year, especially from a 
number of off-campus students who want to move back 
on campus. 
The bousing office has been asked to set up a series of 
quotas this year to ensure that everyone requesting hous- 
ing, including prospective freshmen, will be placed in a 
residence hall, he said. 
HE EXPLAINED that the only major problem in pro- 
cessing housing requests will be finding vacancies for 
those off-campus students requesting dormitory rooms. 
"There are 4,400 spots available for continuing students 
next year."Rudd said. "Off-campus students will only be 
able to live on campus if all of the spots are not filled." 
The last two years, the housing office has been caught 
with too many student requests and not enough rooms, 
because one-third of the requests which are usually 
cancelled every year were not. 
If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you, 
you could have an American Express® Card 
right now. 
Trade the card you've been using every day 
for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life. 
You're about to leave school and enter a whole 
new world. You've got great expectations. So 
does American Express. For you. 
That's why American Express has created a 
special plan that reduces the usual application 
requirements - so you can get the Card before 
you finish school. 
All you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the 
promise of one. 
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well- 
traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes 
for work, paying for vacations -for all sorts of 
after-school activities. 
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is 
to start out as if you were already established. And 
just having the Card gives you the chance to 
establish a solid credit rating. 
So trade up now. You'll find application forms 
on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free 
800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Appli- 
cation. And set yourself up for next year before 
you finish this one. 
The American Express5 Card. 
Dont leave school without it. 
"WE'RE WORKING on a program based on years and 
years of experience,"Rudd said. "When It comes to 
cancellation rates, we predict that only two-thirds of 
those who requested bousing will show up. Last year 
there was a shift in cancellation rates." 
On-campus housing is designed to accommodate 8,082 
students and because that number was exceeded by more 
than 400 last year, the bousing office was forced to fill 
lounges, triple room capacities and place some students 
in the Union hotel. 
Rudd believes the trend to live on campus is the reason 
only 200 freshmen and sophomores requested to live off 
campus next year. 
As a result of this, upperdass students living off- 
campus and commuters who have requested housing for 
1961-82 will be placed on a waiting list. Rudd said it is im- 
possible to give them preference because freshmen and 
sophomores are required to live in the dorms and must 
get first priority. 
HE ADDED once a student has lived on campus he is 
assured a room for four years, but a move off campus at 
any time would forfeit that privilege. 
Rudd is advising students not to panic about getting 
their first choice for a residence hall next year, especially 
the women living in Founders Quad, who will not be plac- 
ed there again unless it is requested. 
Housing rates will be going up $10 a quarter beginning 
next fall, for a total cost of $547 for room and the 
minimum meal plan. Offenhauer will cost $53 a quarter 
more than other residence halls, he said. 
Income tax returns 
due by midnight 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The final countdown is under 
way for Americans to file their 1960 federal individual in- 
come tax returns with the Internal Revenue Service. 
The deadline is midnight tonight. 
The IRS expects about 13 million tax returns in the last 
week of the filing season. It estimates that about 94 
million returns will be filed this year. 
Most large post offices that provide 24-hour service are 
expected to accept tax returns up to the deadline and af- 
fix a postmark so that it meets the deadline, said Jeanne 
O'Neill, media relations officer with the Postal Service. 
For those who can't meet the deadline, IRS provides a 
two-month automatic extension, to June 15. with the filing 
of Form 4868, "Application for Automatic Extension of 
Time to File U.S. Individual Tax Returns." That should 
be filed by midnight along with a check for at least 10 per- 
cent of the estimated taxes owed. 
If a tax payer owes more than 10 percent of his or her 
taxes when the completed return is filed, the IRS can levy 
an "underestimated tax penalty" and possibly a late fil- 
ing penalty of 5 percent for each month it is overdue, says 
IRS spokeswoman Ellen Murphy. 
Extensions are not given to taxpayers filing the single- 
page 1040A short form or those who want the IRS to com- 
pute their taxes. 
The IRS also has advice for those who have completed 
their returns but do not now have the money to pay their 
tax liabilities: Mail the return by midnight and include 
any amount possible. Also enclose a letter telling the tax 
agency you do not now have all the money. The IRS will 
send a bill including interest - at 12 percent annual rate - 
on the balance, says Murphey. 
You Can Still Make 
A Difference 
While careers in public service may not be as fashionable 
as they were a decade ago, such careers can be very 
rewarding and personally satisfying. 
After just three months of intensive training at The Institute 
for Paralegal Training, you will be prepared to work in govern- 
ment agencies, public service organizations and law firms as 
a Legal Assistant in the fields of Administrative and Public 
Law or Criminal Law. You will do work traditionally performed 
by attorneys. You will work in the dynamic field of govern- 
ment legislation and regulation and be involved in such areas 
as: Environmental Law, Food Drug and Health Law, Criminal 
Justice, Equal Opportunity, Welfare, Energy, and Product 
Safety Law. 
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a 
Master of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of 
Law for all course work completed at The Institute. 
We are the nation's first and most respected school for 
paralegal training, and since 1970, have trained more than 
4,000 college graduates from across the country. 
If you are a senior of high academic standing and looking 
for a meaningful career, contact your Placement Office for an 
interview with our representative. 
We will visit your campus on: APRIL 20, 1981 
The 
Institute 
for 
Paralegal 
Training 
235 South 17th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19t03 
(215) 732^600 
(Operated by Para-Legal, he.) 
Approved by The American Bar Association 
Programs Earn Fun Credit Toward MA. in Legal Studies 
through Antioch School of Law. 73-10-042213 
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•ream wallet, call Party collect 
num.  
LOST FRIENDLY F. CAT. 
RACOON TAIL. SIAMESE 
EARS. WHT. FEET WITH ILK 
«. GREY STRIFES. LOVE HER! 
PLEASE CALL Ig SIP  
Found calculator near Ever* St. 
Call to Oetcrlbe. in 3130  
Loat eyeglasses In black CM* on 
or around campus. April 3 
contact IP WI5  
INFORMATION concerning 
STOLEN COWBOY HAT. taken 
on April 10. Will oHer reward for 
any Information loading to Iti 
rocovary. if you have It please 
return It-No questions asked. It 
can M Idantltiad. Sentimental 
and valuable to m«. Call Leslie 
Stater at 3W-2X0. or ma*. 
SERVICRS OFFERIO  
Expert typing reasonable rates. 
10 7305  
Early abortion, tests for 
pregnancy and VD. birth control 
Call  Toledo Medical  Services 
(411) 243 3179 
RIDES  
CEDAR POINTEMPLOYEESI I 
need weekend rides to CP 
starting May 16 Will snare gas I. 
Call 152 4017 Beth M. 
PERSONALS  
Puppy, Alex. Burn. Woltman. 
Ruschman, Belfbuckle, Huble. 
and Ice. What a great game) I 
didn't know basketball at 7 a.m. 
could be so fun. Too bad no one 
else but me could make It to 
watch you beat the Kappa Sigs 
and take third place! Love, your 
one and only fan, Connie.  
Residence Hall Week Is coming 
April 30-35. One week from today 
there will be "theme" dinners In 
all the Residence Halls See you 
tfiart ntut week! ^^^ 
Mary Ellen I'm so proud of you 
You're a super dancer and a 
super person! Alpha Phi Love. 
Sue.  
S. Shafer: You were right and I 
apologize. The beer in your lap 
was- unnecessary! Forgive me? 
J.M.O.  
Paul Abendrofh.Welcome to the 
Greek system)' I hope you're 
looking forward to many good 
times   with  the  Alpha   Phis. 
Pebble E.  
Mlchele Happy 21st! Have a 
great day. Love. Lll' Janet. 
Mickey and Jim, The Gamma 
Phis would like to thank you for 
coaching us In the Phi Tau 
Basketball Tournament. We love 
youl  
wags-Next time find a date who 
will  pick  you  up and  take you 
homel  
Linda,-Congratulations on going 
active. Like Big, like Little, 
Eh,?! I'm so proud of you! 
Gamma Phi Love and mine, your 
Big, Lll.  
Alpha Xl's, The Phi Taus want to 
thank you tor a great Thursday 
night. Rush and our warm up 
were the best. Let's do It again 
soon.  
RUSH PHI TAU RUSH PHI 
TAU 
DG Dimplettes Thursday 730 
Rush Phi Tau Rush Phi Tag 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Congratulations on your third 
place victory at the Phi Kappa 
Tau Basketball Marathon. You 
art the greatest. Your Coaches. 
OU BIKE RACE IS COMING 
Congratulations Debi Sondelius 
and Gwen Frailer on being 
chosen as Pommerettes for the 
second year in a row! Love, your 
Chi 0 Sisters. 
Carrie Nolan, first laveliered, 
now pinned, we're listening for 
wedding bells...Love, your Chi O 
Sisters.  
DU BIKE RACE IS COMING 
Congratulations Bonnie Woiniak 
and Patty Wise on your 
advancement to finals In 
cheerleadlng. We're cheering for 
youl Love your Chi O Sisters. 
Congratulations Debi Sandellus 
and Marty on your Sigma Chi 
Omega   lavellerlng!   Love, Chi 
Omega.  
Terrl Stelrer: Congratulations on 
making Pommerettes! We knew 
you could do III Love. U«. 
To a certain fraternity man that I 
met this past weekend even 
though you didn't say much, you 
still won my heart. Now let's see 
If you can win at the Croquet 
Tournament let me know If you 
need any coaching. Hope to see 
yourhfa.  
Alpha Sigs Thanks lor a great 
time at the Punk Tea. You guys 
are super. Let's do It again real 
soon. Love, the KD/s.  
Congratulations Sigma Chi 
Basketball team on winning the 
Phi Tau Basketball Marathon. 
We knew you could do It! The 
Brothers of Sigma Chi.  
Congrats Pam & Dave on your 
engagement and Lori and Rick 
on yoer pinning. Love, The Alpha 
Gams.  
Judl Weltman Congratulations 
on your Engagement. We wish 
you all of the love and the 
happiness in the world. Love, 
your Gamma Phi sisters. 
Congratulations M.B. on being 
chosen Delta Tau Delta 
Sweetheart. 3 years in a row Chi 
O! Love your Chi O Sisters. 
To our Sigma Chi Men, Hotel, 
motel. Holiday Inn 201 wepartied 
hearty fhanx for the super time! 
Lotsa love, The Alpha Phi's. P.S. 
Will the real snorer please stand 
up?  
DU BIKE RACE IS COMING 
DU BIKE RACE IS COMING 
DU BIK1 RACE II COMINO 
Chi  Omega  proudly   presents: 
The     Sounds     of     Music I 
Wednesday.  April   i.«»h  from 
7:30-9:30. Come loin us-all are 
wolcomol  
I'm easy...I'm cheap ft I'm fast 
with T shirts for your group or 
organization. Call Tim 352 2749. 
Buying gold ft silver 
Paying highest prices 
Jewelry Box, 133 W. Woosler.     , 
PICTURE FRAMES: Assembled 
or unassembled, wood finishes, 
at  savings,  samples,  S2.50, 
(refunded  first  order.)  Write: 
FAS   FRAMES,   PO   Box  3633. 
Toledo. 4340a.  
DU BIKE RACE IS COMINO 
DU BIKE RACE IS COMINO 
OU BIKE RACE IS COMINO 
Handmade monkey sock dolls in 
college colors or your favorite 
colors. Bowling pin clown dolls. 
Easter Ducks, birds, rabbits ft 
large rabbit center-pieces with 
nests, also heart-shaped wedding 
ring   bearer  pillows   In  white 
satin. Call 444-3*73.  
Mix your letters with Beta Fever 
ft what a ya-get??? A nice 
T shirt! 11 Call Tim 353 2749 or 
C.J. 352 4119.  
SUNSHINE IS COMINOI 
NEXT TO NEW  Spring clothes, 
formats, housewares. Open Tues. 
10 4.    Frl.   17:30.   St.    Aloyslus 
School.. 2nd floor.  
Attention all women: Don't 
forget tonight at 730 p.m. Is the 
Zeta Beta Tau Lll Sit 
"Outrageous T-shirt" Rush 
Party. So wear your wildest 
T shirt to the ZBT House In Old 
Frat Row ft join the party! 
Kim Vandervort: your AGD 
sisters are proud of your 
parlormance with the Cygnets! 
ADPI Kldnappees: OU was fun 
though we had to leave sooner or 
later. But a memory you can 
bring back to BG Is how to play 
"Bite the Gator." L ft L The 
Pledges.  
Potential actors ft actresses, we 
N.A.C.C. *T9 going through ore- 
screening Interviews for our 
upcoming movie being filmed In 
the Cleveland area this summer. 
Interested contact Tom Galvln at 
353-1951.  
SHRIMP ft STEAK 
THURSDAY NIGHT 
CORNER KITCHEN  
SHRIMP ft STEAK 
THURSDAY NIGHT 
CORNER KITCHEN  
SHRIMP ft STEAK 
THURSDAY NIGHT 
CORNER KITCHEN 
Congratulations Joe on going 
active with ATO. You made the 
Right Choice. Your Roommate. 
LAURI MCCOLLUM: Good luck 
In the Sexy Legs Contest! We'll 
be cheering you on! SAE Lll 
Slsses.  
To 2 cute DZ's: Cindy ft Marie 
Good Luck tonight. I'll be there to 
do mega cheering for youl 
Laura. 
WANTED FOR SALE 
M. or F. rmte. Needed Immed., 
Own lurn. bdrm. SI30 mo. 30t E. 
Merry Apt. D. Call Gerd 373-0351. 
509. 514. 524, SM or 541 Of 
McDonald's Build a Big Mac. 
Percentage of winnings 
negotiable. Call 372 3123. Please 
contact before April 19, 1901 
Person to teach flute. Call Chris 
354-1143.  
Men looking for 3 or 3 rm. house 
for 13 mo.  lease. Can Paul at 
3530033.  
3M.rmtes.torlM3sch.yr. Very 
close to campus. 353 0751. ask tor 
5SL  
F.    TRANSFER    STUDENT 
NEEDS TO SUBLET FOR FALL 
QTR. II. ONLY. CALL 372 5444 
3 RMTES.. 1113, StO MO. UTIL. 
INCLUD.    CALL   KIM/ALICIA 
3SHH4.  
Needed Female students to share 
apt. Spring Quarter. Ph. 353*->3aS. 
NEEOEOI People to tblt. 
spacious. AC. Haven House apt. 
for Summer. Call 352 3900. 
The  Alpha   Phi's 
their Housemother, 
on  becoming  The 
Graduate Assistant. 
Mom! 
congratulate 
June Busch. 
Panhellenlc 
Way to go. 
HELP WANTED 
DU BIKE RACE IS 
DUBIKE RACE IS 
DU BIKE RACE IS 
COMING 
COMINO 
COMING 
Kappa Sigs Thanks 
super beach party! 
our Friday Night 
Phi's. 
lor a krazy, 
You made 
The   Alpha 
Interested In Spring 
to ADPl's Hawaiian 
April 15th at 8:00. A 
For more Info call 2 
Rush? Come 
Party. Wed. 
II Welcome! 
2*40. 
Vicky, really I'm not a burnout. 
so could I still be an Ail 
American? signed the X. 
Waha, Bromawltz, had a great 
time at dote party. You can suck 
on my tie anytime! Mazola. 
Mazola, Mazola! Thanks. 
Rooter. 
Pt. time cleaning nights. Contact 
Knickerbocker        Cleaning 
Services. 352 5335.  
JOBS: ROCKY MT. STATES: 
each week we select over 200 of 
the best |ob openings for our 
newsletter. Free details: 
MOUNTAINWEST/925 
Canyon/Logan. UT 14331.  
BG Students, we are looking to 
fill 35 summer positions with 
students who are hardworking. 
Independent ft willing to accept 
responsibility. For interview call 
353 1131 Mon.-Frl. 1-5 p.m. 
Swim Pool Manager, Grand 
Rapids, Ohio. Must have WSI. 
For further Information call 
anyone of these numbers. 
132 3505, 132-77*5 or 832 4102. 
Accepting applications for pt, 
time waiter or waitresses. Must 
be avail, during summer also. 
Corner Kitchen. 183 S Main. 
2 bdrm. mobile homes, turn , gat 
heat, lot no. 40 Parkview Mobile 
Home Village. Don't pay rent, 
when you can own! Call Rome at 
Century 21, AA OREEN 
REALTY 353 5331. 
1961 Mustang « cyl. auto. 
wort. S200. 3S2-P41 alter 4 p.m 
Men's "Sun" N-tpd. bike. A steal 
at M0. Mutt sell I Call 444-8271 or 
353-7319.  
LEAVING' THE COUNTRY 
SALE. KLH tpkert.. 64 Chevy 
Malabu, exceil. run. corid, come 
look ft make an otter. 352 KO0 
'72 Chev.  Station wagon. 1500. 
Call 353-7374.  
1975 Chrysler Newport. 95.000. ml. 
We love It. but It loves gat. Belt 
Otter. 353-5533.  
'49 Toyota Corona. Automatic, 
runs  well.   34  mpg.   S750.   Call 
352 4792 alter a.  
Young PARROT to good home. 
Very   good  price-Call   Cralg 
353 2370.  
'73 Yamaha 750, very clean, runt 
great,   all  new  parts.   Asking 
11,000. Call 353-3313.  
Mobile Home-1971 Parkwood 
custom 12 x 40, skirled, 2 bdrm., 
wash/dry In util. room with sink, 
Ig. kitchen, dbi sink In bath, 
nat'rl. gas. cabinets galore, 
beautiful wood paneling 
throughout. See at 175 Parkview 
village, N. Main St. (behind 
Kroger) or call 352-4095.  
Couch/lounger 40". Blk. valour. 
Very soft, comfortable 1120. Alto, 
3 other pieces S30ea., with 3 bin 
hassocks 120 ea. 152 4473, ask for 
Tuck. 
FOR RENT  
1 F. rmte. for summer of 11-13 
sch. yr. 2 bdrm. house, 1125 mo. 
Call Sandy 372-3401, 8 5 p.m. 
REDUCED SUMMER RATES 
ON APARTMENTS: CALL 
NEWLOVE REALTY. 353-5143. 
Fum. apt. S225, util. Includ. 3 
min. walk from campus. 354-1313, 
It NA 352 4*71.  
Sum. Qtr.-4 bdrm. completely 
turn, house. Close to campus. 422 
N.   Prospect.   Sen   Sum.   Qtr. 
354-1271.  
Furn. rooms. 1100 mo. Immed. 
occupancy. Sum., Fall. Call 
153 4573.  
3 Ig. bdrms.. lurn. apt. garage. 
314 Conneaut. S400/9 mo.. 1335/13 
mo. lease. 354-1379.  
DESPERATEI 1 F. to SOWS. 
fum. apt. until 4-15-11.153 7410 or 
372OTS0.  
Summer Rentals houses, apis, ft 
single rooms. Near campus. Ph. 
153-7315.  
Butt Apt. now avail, for 1911-12 
sch. yr. Call 373-4143 or 373-4144. 
Apt. to sublet Sum. Qtr, or 
possible 12 mo. lease. 4th St. Call 
3531147.  
Frazee Apts. 1 apt. has 4 
openings. Start Sum. or Fall. 3 
bdrms., 2 bathrooms close to 
campus. 373 3510.  
1 M rmte. to subls. apt. Start 
Immed.   1330/qtr.   S60   down. 
352-1079 ft 352-1314. ' 
Summer: Ml 7th St. 2 bdrm fum. 
apts. S450 for entire summer. 
Call John Newlove Real Estate. 
3S2-*S53. 
Summer: 531 E. Merry. 3 bdrm. 
turn, apts Near Univ. S4S0 for 
entire tummer. Call John 
Newlove Real Estate 353 4553. 
Furn. upper duplex. Summer ft 
Fall.   Furn.   lower   duplex. 
Summer. 352-OU9.  
Nice 3 bdrm. house on Menvllle. 
near  campus,  avail.   June  15, 
part, turn., washer A dryer. S400 
mo. or tummer rate. 207-4130. 
3 bdrm. turn. Apt. 705 7th St. Call 
352 3413.  
140V> Manvllle. 2 bdrm.. Female! 
only, immediate possession, near 
Univ. Call John Newlove Real 
Estate. 352*553. 
Apt. Fall Qtr. 2 bdrm.. lurn. Ith ft 
High   -all Rich 372-5543.  
NUTRITION FOR 
FITNESS 
• Energy foods for active people 
• Brewers yeast -yogurt 
• Sunflower seeds ■ sprouts 
• desicated finer ■ protein 
. pure peanut butter      • oran 
Available at:     D.J.'s Shops, Inc. 
115 W. Merry    352-9157 
1981 Summer Rentals 
Frazee Avenue Apartments-818 Thurslin, 624, 656 
& 670 Frazee Avenue (model apart. 818-4). There 
are some units that are 2 bedroom and some 
units that are 1 large dormer style bedroom. The 
dormer style units are NEW. All units will hold up 
to 4 students. They are carpeted with 2 baths and 
furnished. 
1 or 2 people    150.00 & else. 
 3 people    175.00 & elec 
4 people    200 00 & elec. 
Ridge Manor Apartments-519 Ridge Street /model 
apart. 24.) 
1 or 2 people    150.00 
3 people    175.00 
4 people    200.00 
576 E. Merry Avenue (model apartment is JctyTwo 
bedroom aprtments with carpeting, dishwashers 
and garbage disposal. 
1 or 2 people    $150.00 & elec. 
3 people   175.00 & elec. 
_4 people    200.00 & elec. 
All Close to Campus 
Maurer & Green Rentals 
224 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
3520717 tnjLjj 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
835 High St. 
Phone 352-9378 
•NOW RENTING* 
FALL & SUMMER LEASING 
Haven   House    1515   E. Wooster St. 
Piedmont     Apts. 8th   & High St. 
Birchwood 650   Sixth St. 
Buckeye 649  Sixth St. 
Meadowlark 818   Seventh St. 
Small  Bldgs. 7th St. 
Complexes,    Houses,    Eff.,   1    &   2   Bdr. 
CHERRYWOOD   CLUB    features    INDOOR 
HEATED   POOL   &    recreation    facility. 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m. -10 p.m. 
1-800-438-e 
1981 Summer Rentals 
803815 Eighth St. (model apartment is 803-5) 
Two bedroom apartments. New carpeting, 
single bath, gas heat with air conditioning 
available. Laundry facilities in each building 
for your convenience. Furnished and 
unfurnished units available. 
1 or 2 people    150.00 & elec. 
3 people 175.00 & elec. 
4 people 200.00 & elec. 
Maurer ft Green Rentals 
224 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
3520717 
******* ******************** 
* ALPHA CAMS ARE GREAT!!! * 
n   I American Cancer I Society j 
THE BG NEWS 
is available Tuesday through Friday 
mornings in most campUsbuildings 
and in 
THESE BOWLING GREEN 
LOCATIONS: 
• Great Scot,   1616 E. Wooster (Stadium 
Plaza) 
• Holiday Inn, 1550 E. Wooster 
• McDonalds, 1470 E. Wooster 
• Finders Records, E. Wooster 
• The Source, 522 E. Wooster 
• McDonalds, 1050 So. Main 
• LaSalle's, 139 So. Main 
• Finders Records, 128 N. Main 
• Rogers Drugs, 135 N. Main 
• City Adm. Bldg., 304 N. Church 
• Wood County Court House, E. Court 
• DJ's, 115 W. Merry 
• Krogers, 1096 N. Main 
* 
Congratulations 
to the 2nd place <J)KT 
Marathon Team and to 
Sue Debrason, Marathon Queen 
•••*•**••*•••*••••••••••*** 
ret involved. 
«^-nteers needed to work at 
A *or the SCA elections 
on v^M|^2. 
An orgaT^i^^J meeting will 
be held on A?«Efr ^:Z0 p.m. 
in 115 Education.^a# A* 
if you are intereste7r«eK^ 
cannot attend the meeti.rw 
please call Chris at 352-4870. 
RETURN ENGAGEMENT 
TONIGHT 
WdasUiVe 
CtfB 
PLAYING 
THEIR WAY. . . 
... YOUR WAY 
GREAT DM. SPECIALS BOTH NIGHTS 
JtMUKIYOURi 
CMtHRMTrlNMTl 
Navy Nureine mt am complete! v 
•quipped medtcal facililiee 
Advanced training   Specie I nation 
opportuntttera   Immediate auper 
viaoty reaponeibility 
Plua all the benefit * of being an 
Office* Travel Adventure. Salary 
end beevefite competitive to civilian 
mining. 
For more information, tend your 
reeum* to, or call 
JAMES GIBSON 
il Progrima Representarh 
200 t. Main Sutte 103 
■owtlng Green, Ohio 43403 
(411) 362 M00 (coHect) 
TIE 
C0PT8IOP 
PrslWnNGS/ 
TYPING SERVICES 
'RESUMES 
•DATA SHEETS 
•FLYERS 1 
POSTERS 
* BUSINESS 
CARDS 
•RESEARCH 
PAPERS 
■WEDDING 
INVITATIONS 
•THESIS "FORMS 
"HOURS" 
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30 
Sot.  9  a.m.-noon 
352-4068 
1.7V4 E. Court 
TIM BQ New* April 15, 1901 S 
Scientists discover 'suppressor factor'in blood cells of cancer patients 
ATLANTA (AP) - Cancer patients 
- and even some healthy people - 
have something in their blood that 
blunts the body's natural defense 
against tumor cells, researchers said 
yesterday. 
Scientists at the University of 
Michigan have discovered a 
"suppressor factor" that hinders two 
types of cells in the body's immune 
system from attacking and destroying 
tumor cells. 
The immune system is the body's in- 
ternal   defense   against   infection. 
Tnere is growing evidence it is involv- 
ed in cancer defense as well. 
DR. STANLEY SCHWARTZ, a 
pediatrician at the Ann Arbor, Mich., 
school, said the suppressor factor was 
found in small quantities in the blood 
of most people. But levels were two to 
three times higher in cancer patients 
and in a few healthy volunteers. 
Schwartz described the research 
yesterday to the convention of the 
Federation of American Societies for 
Kxperimental Biology here. 
Some 10,000 scientists are attending 
the six-day meeting, which ends Fri- 
day. Sponsors say it is the largest 
scientific meeting in the world. 
Schwartz said the suppressor factor 
may help explain the "vicious circle" 
suffered by some cancer patients, in 
which the ability of the immune 
system to resist the disease actually 
decreases as the size of the tumor in- 
creases.  
IN A SERIES of experiments, Jr. 
Madhavan P.N. Nair and Schwartz 
found the suppressor factor in pa- 
tients with cancers of the colon, rec- 
tum, large Intestine, small Intestine, 
bladder and lung. 
The scientists added a purified ex- 
tract of blood to an artificial culture In 
which cancer cells were growing 
along with two immune system cells - 
"natural killer" cells that attack 
tumors without need of antibodies, 
and "antibody-dependent" killer cells 
which rely on antibodies to recognize 
the tumor. 
Blood from healthy people inhibited 
tumor cell killing about 20 percent, the 
scientists found. But blood from 
cancer patients cut it by 40 percent, on 
average, and as much as 60 percent in 
THE GREATEST Inhibition was 
from '"*titinffl and bladder cancer 
patients, the scientists said. Lung 
cancer patients had the least. 
The two sdenOtsts theorize that the 
suppressor factor may be a natural 
means of patting the brakes on the 
killer cells, Schwartz said. 
"Unbridled killing mechanisms, if 
they go astray, would become 
patholologic In themselves," he said. 
iMfitan 
nvMii, I 
S.O.WtffMand 
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I AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY 
GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY. 
IS PROUD TO PRESENT 
committee Members of the Mor 
for February 
David Barker Performing Arts 
John Davis News and Views/Lectures 
Bob Nagy  
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
«     congratulations from all of UAO 11! 
Marge Strzotecki. 
 Games 
Administrative 
* 
i 
* 
* 
* 
+ 
* 
* I 
eras 
Chi Omega 
announce their 
Dena Doun 
Beth Dlome 
Kotie Branagan 
Paula Frazier 
Brenda Horner 
Lisa Jencson 
Karen Kampe 
Kerry Koteles 
Penny Neiding 
Carin Peirce 
is proud to 
new Actives!!! 
Sonyo Radisek 
Nancy Rahrig 
Chris Schnee 
Beth Seach 
Debbie Shaheen 
Theresa Sherman 
Sue Sweeney 
Brenda Swihart 
Diana Vaughan 
Sherri Wangler 
MEADOWVIEW 
COURT 
APARTMENTS 
214 NAPOLEON RD. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 352-1195 
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP 
AND MANAGEMENT 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
• Redecorated • New Drapes 
• Carpeting • Gas Heat 
• Disposal • Gas Range 
• Refrigerator • Stainless Sink 
(Landlord pays gas) 
All  residents  have use ot  Party Room, 
Fireplace, Pool Tables, Pin-Ball  Machines, 
Swimming Pool, Sauna, Laundry Facilities, 
Basketball Court, and Plenty of Parking. 
NOW LEASING: Efficiencies. Furnished 
or Unfurnished 1 Bedroom-2 Bedroom. 
Models Now Open So Come Out and See 
Us! 
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
1 FREE Pepsi 
with the purchase of any large sub 
n*k For It When Ordering 
It* 
ONE COUPON PC* SUB 
Expire April 30,1981 
►COUPONl 
f>      ffl 
Dixie Electric Co. 2 
INC. 
AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY 
1981 Summer Rentals 
215 E. Poe Road (model apartment is No.40) 
One bedroom and efficiency apartments. Air 
conditioning available in some units, which 
will be an added cost of $75.00 per month. 
1 bedroom 150.00 • air conditioning 
Efficiency 125.00       M.urer a Qreen Rent... 
224 E. Woortar St. 
Bowling QrMn, OH 43402 
352-0717 
BIKES!!! 
FUJI—PEUGEOT 
ROSS-RALEIGH 
352-9157 
w 
DJ'. N. Main 
YOU CAN WAIT YEARS FOR 
A JOB WITH RESPONSIBILITY, 
OR YOU CAN GET 
RESPONSIBILITY IN THE NAVY 
NOW. 
A civilian job with responsibility may take years 
to obtain, even with a college degree. But tf you 
meet Navy standard*, after tour months of Officer 
Candidate School (OCS), you can become a Navy 
officer. And mat means lot* of responsibility, a 
good salary and fringe benefits, including travel, 
post-graduate eoucohonol opportunities, 30 
days' paid vacation earned annually, plus more. 
K you' re getting your degree now, contact your 
college Plocement Office to find out whan a Navy 
Representative will be on campus. Send your 
resume'orcoll: 
Lt J.B. Paired 
16101 Snow Rd. #3 
Brookperk, Ohio 44142 
(216) 522-4630 (collect) 
lanmanmmHmmmnsi 
presents 
The First in a Series of 
Professional Wrestling 
Wednesday, April 15th 
Main Event: 
Jerry Graham, Jr. vs Luis Martinez 
IN A REMATCH 
CELEBRITY REFEREE: WILD BILL CURRY 
2nd Event: 
Flying Fred Curry vs Bulldog Don Kent 
PLUS 
Two more exciting matches — and morelll 
Also Featuring Women Wrestlers!!! 
Toledo's own Greg [Wojo] Wojciechowski challenges anyone 
in the audience to wrestle with him for 10 minutes without 
getting pinned! If you do, you'll receive $100!!!! 
•   Hourly Drink Specials 
Reduced Pitcher Prices 
— one/— 
Specials on the 1 liter DIXIE 
Experience   Professional   Wrestlirm+at 
Doors Open at 8 pm Admfc I.OO 
Come Plug Yourself la 
Hell 
~ fMw 
• Tha BQ Nm April 15, 1981 
Sports. 
Baseball seals bond between Tribe's Charboneau, BG's McHugh 
byJMMMMT 
News Militant sports •dllor 
They both have curly hair and 
similar facial features. They are 
dose friends and they both play 
baseball. But one patrols the outfield 
at Cleveland's Municipal Stadium, 
while the other is content, for now, to 
roam centerficld at Bowling Green's 
SteUer Field. . 
One is Joe Charboneau, the well- 
known leftflelder-designated hitter 
for the Cleveland Indians and, the 
other is Dan McHugh, a BG player 
that has been compiling 
Charboneau-like statistics thus far 
this season. 
"Whenever we appear together 
people always ask Joe if I'm his little 
brother. He always kids them and 
tells them I am," McHugh said. 
WHO COULD have a more ap- 
propriate big brother? Charboneau 
cares about people.That makes him 
a rare commodity in today's 
multimillion dollar world of 
baseball, where the fan is often lost 
in the shuffle. 
"A bad day today would not be the 
end of the world," Charboneau said, 
Saturday, before the Indians' opener 
against Milwaukee. "Instead of Just 
doing well today, I would rather win. 
There are 70,000-plus people out 
there today. They came to see the In- 
dians win, not to see me do well." 
Charboneau might be mistaken. 
Every time he comes to the plate, 
Cleveland fans instantly become ex- 
staff photo by Dale Omon 
Bowling Groen centertlsldsr Dan McHugh rsssmbles Cleveland's 
Charboneau In both looks and, aa of late, statistics. 
cited and begin chanting, "Go, go Joe 
Charboneau." 
"WHEN HE won rookie of the year 
last year, I sent him a Western Union 
telegram. He didn't mink he was go- 
ing to win, but his wife and I kept 
telling him he would," McHugh said. 
"The day they announced it, he must 
have gotten millions of telegrams 
and letters, and he still took the time 
to call and thank me. I think that 
shows what kind of guy he is." 
McHugh and Charboneau have 
known each other for a relatively 
short time. 
They met two springs ago when 
Dan Donnelly, a successful 
Cleveland businessman, became 
Charboneau's agent. McHugh, was 
and still is, employed by Donnelly. 
"ONE OF my jobs in the summer 
and over Christmas break was to 
take Joe to personal appearances," 
McHugh said. "I remember when he 
first started making appearances. 
He was so nervous. The first time he 
went out, he knocked the podium 
down. But now he has a lot of con- 
fidence and he likes talking to peo- 
ple." 
Now that Charboneau has a year of 
major league experience under his 
belt, maybe be can teach rookies like 
Von Hayes, Larry Littleton and Tom 
Brennan a few tricks of the trade. 
Not according to Charboneau. 
"I learn a lot from those guys- 
Von Hayes, Littleton, Tom Brennan. 
I really admire them," Charboneau 
said. "There is great potential in Von 
Hayes. Littleton is a great defensive 
outfielder - he won a Silver Glove in 
the minors last year. And Tom Bren- 
nan, be spent a lot of time in the 
minors and he just hung in there. 
"Guys like (Toby) Harrah, 
(Duane) Kuiper and (Mike) 
Hargrove have been a great help to 
me, too. I look to those guys for 
leadership. If I can make things a lit- 
tle easier for them (the rookies) like 
the older guys make it for me, 111 
feel like I'm really helping out" 
FOR NOW, Charboneau's bat 
seems to be helping out enough. 
McHugh's bat has also been 
"helping out" the Falcon baseball 
squad, to the tune of a .345 average. 
"Joe's behind me 100 percent," 
McHugh said. "Many times he's ask- 
ed me to come down and work out at 
the stadium with the team, but I just 
wouldn't feel right working out with 
those guys. I hope that sometime In 
the future 111 get a legitimate shot at 
going down and working out. 
"Right now, I'm just happy to be 
playing centerfield for BG. Of 
course, it's my dream to someday 
play in the majors, but I have to im- 
prove my speed and discipline 
myself a little more. I guess there is 
an outside chance in the future, but 
it's far down the road, and I don't 
think about it much." 
In the meantime, maybe McHugh 
ought to take some notes on how to 
handle himself in the big time from 
Charboneau himself. 
IN BETWEEN interviews, pic- 
tures, autographs and some good, 
natured ribbing of his teammates, 
Charboneau took time to ask a few 
questions himself,"How's my boy 
doing down there? Is he pitching or 
playing centerfield? He's in center? 
Hey, that's great! Dan's a real good 
friend of mine." 
That is a privilege not everyone is 
fortunate enough to have. 
staff photo by Dean Koepfler 
Last season's American League rookie of the year, Joe Char- 
boneau, leaves a lasting Impression on everyone he meets, from 
opposing pitchers to hometown fans to good friend Dan McHugh, 
centerflelder on Bowling Green's baseball team. 
Defense powers laxers to 15-7 win over OWU 
by John Kenny 
News reporter 
Bowling Green's women's lacrosse 
team recorded its first win of the 
season yesterday, when it defeated 
Ohio Wesleyan 15-7. 
The Falcon laxers had little trouble 
disposing of OWU, as their tight 
defense allowed only 10 first period 
shots, and a game total of 28. 
Meanwhile, BG scored nine times 
on 19 shots in the first half and six 
times on 14 attempts in the second 
stanza. 
"Our defense really did it today," 
BG Coach Carol Durentini said. 
"When you can hold a team to 10 first 
half shots, your defense is really doing 
the Job." 
BG OPENED the scoring when 
junior wing Gayle Workman scored 
from in front of the net, after a pass 
from Julie Seed. 
After Ohio Wesleyan tied the score 
at 1-1, the Falcons scored six 
unanswered goals, taking a 7-1 lead, 
with 6:07 to play in the half. 
Sophmore Chris Werner, who led the 
Falcon squad in scoring last season, 
picked up two goals in the scoring 
wave and totaled four goals in the con- 
test. 
BG held on to a 9-2 lead at the inter- 
mission, but OWU tried to get back in- 
to the game, scoring twice, early in 
the second half. 
But the Falcons got the two goals 
back quickly as Werner and Workman 
both scored within the next minute. 
Mary Armbrust led the Falcons 
scoring effort with five goals, in- 
cluding three in the first half. The 
five-goal game by the senior tied her 
best performance as a Falcon. 
SEED PICKED up two goals and 
Senior Lisa Sindel added a goal to 
round out the Falcon scoring. 
"We had a good balanced scoring 
attack, which is really good," Duren- 
tini said. "Our passing was much bet- 
ter and we were linking our passes 
between offense and defense. " 
Durentini said she was pleas- 
ed with the performance of her goalie 
Jen Halada. 
"Jen Halada did a nice job in the 
cage," Durentini said, "but when the 
defense is playing well it makes her 
Job easier. 
"Our defense was marking a lot bet- 
ter than they did in the first two 
games. I was pleased with our play, 
but we have a lot of work to do against 
stronger opponents. 
"I like the way our new defensive 
wings (freshmen Carla Steen and 
Lynne Grace) played, and we have 
real good speed on defense," Duren- 
tini said. 
Sports briefs. 
Coach named 
Jim Heacock, 32, has been named 
assistant bead coach of the Bowling 
Green football staff by Coach Denny 
State. 
Heacock is entering his fourth 
season on Stolz' staff, and his third as 
the defensive coordinator. He will 
continue as the defensive coordinator, 
while working with the defensive line. 
A native of Alliance and a graduate 
of West Branch High School, Heacock 
was a three-time All-Ohio selection as 
a defensive back at Muskingum Col- 
lege. After graduating from Musk- 
ingum in 1970, be played with the 
Green Bay Packers and Cincinnati 
Bengals In 1970-71. After assisting at 
Marlington High School for a year, he 
came to Bowling Green as a graduate 
assistant, while earning his Master's 
Degree in Physical Education in 1973. 
Heacock served as an assistant foot- 
ball coach and head track coach at 
Muskingum for five years before 
returning to BGSU in 1978. 
"I am very pleased to promote Jim 
Heacock to assistant head coach," 
Stolz said. "He has earned the position 
over the last three years with his hard 
work and dedication. In terms of his 
on-the-field coaching, recruiting, 
player and staff relations and ad- 
ministration, he is the most outstan- 
ding assistant coach I have    ever 
worked with." 
Ruggers win 
Bowling Green's rugby team won 
two of three matches from Dayton last 
weekend, winning 16-10 and 4-0,before 
losing the final match,18-12. 
In the first match, Kevin Volk, 
Kevin Frontz and Mike Kelly scored 
tries and Dennis Snook kicked two 
conversions. 
Both teams had trouble handling the 
ball on the muddy, rain-soaked field in 
the second match Barry Plunkett 
scored the match's only points in BG's 
shutout victory. 
B.G.S.u. Annual 
Charities Board 
BIKE AUCTION 
75 Bikes, some jewelry and 
other lost and found articles 
April 15, 1981 
Student Services Bldg. Forum 
Viewing starts at 2:30 p.m. 
Auction begins at 3:30 p.m. 
Terms are Cash (checks with I.O.) 
AUCTIONEER: 
Eugene I. Adler 
All proceeds go to B.G.S.U. 
Charities Board for distribution 
UD scored three breakaway tries to 
build an early lead in the final match 
and BG could never catch up. Kelly 
Blakely and Tod Kenney scored tries 
for the Falcons, and Plunkett added a 
pair of conversion kicks. 
The Falcon ruggers, 5-2-2, host the 
Mid-American Conference rugby 
tournament this  weekend. 
Skiers tryout 
Tryouts for Bowling Green's water 
ski team are being held now through 
the end of this month. The 
team's first tournament is scheduled 
for Sunday, May 17, In Decater, 111. 
Mimwwi  
BG opens spring drills 
The first of 20 practice sessions 
was held yesterday, as the Bowling 
Green football team opened spring 
drills. 
Coach Denny Stolz and his staff 
will send the team through four prac- 
tices a week - weather permitting - 
for five weeks, culminating in the an- 
nual spring game on Saturday, May 
16. 
The Falcons will be trying to im- 
prove on last year's 4-7 overall 
record, and 4-4 Mid-American Con- 
ference mark. However, the task 
will not be easy with an opening 
schedule of consecutive road games 
with Southwest Conference Cham- 
pion Baylor, Ohio University and 
Michigan State. 
Rebuilding the graduation- 
ravaged offensive line is the top 
priority of the coaching staff during 
spring ball. Four of the six starters 
in the trenches have graduated after 
starting a total of 125 games between 
them. 
"OUR WHOLE offensive line has 
to be rebuilt," Stolz said." We are 
going into spring ball with a lot of 
guys even, and hope to come out of it 
with our five best offensive 
linemen." 
Stolz Is also concerned about the 
receiving corps, where Junior Shawn 
Potts, the second leading receiver on 
the team last year, will move from 
flanker to split end. Sophomore Jeff 
McCormick, a converted tailback 
who sat out all of last season with a 
knee injury, is the leading candidate 
at flanker. 
The leading candidates at tight 
end are senior John Meek, who saw 
considerable action in 1979, and 
sophomore David Miller. 
"We need a good tight end if we 
are going to improve our passing 
game," Stolz said. 
The starting offensive backfield 
returns intact with juniors Greg 
Taylor, Tom Glendening and Bryant 
Jones at quarterback, fullback and 
tailback, respectively. 
SIX OF THE seven defensive line 
and linebacking starters return. 
Returning starters are senior nose 
tackle Craig Valentine, who has an 
extra year of eligibility because he 
missed the 1978 season with a knee 
injury, senior tackle Rick Iverson 
and sophomore end Mark Emans. 
The top six linebackers from last 
year are all back. Seniors Doug Carr 
and Pat Kennedy and junior Terry 
Gyetvai are the most experienced, 
but sophomores Mark White, Don 
Gregoire and Broderick Knight all 
have tremendous potential and will 
be factors this fall. 
Second team All-MAC safety Mar- 
tin Bayless and junior Lee Williams 
return In the secondary, with senior 
Carl Rosser, junior Joe Moton and 
junior Jac Tomasello - who started in 
1978 and 1979, but missed all of last 
season while recovering from knee 
surgery. 
»——it 
S\ APPLICATIONS 
ttW    FOR COMMITTEE DIRECTORS 
$r"     AvAiUbit NOW THRU 4-27-81 (NOON) 
ANYONE, wrrh TWO OUARTERS of UAO EXPERIENCE 
ANd m qood sTANdiNq wrrh The uNivERsrry MAY Apply. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CAII 2-2747 
M»*M««*M»«W—*»——*«— 
Omicron Delt Kappa (ODK) 
Applications are Available 
until April 24,1981-5pm. 
-Any Junior or Senior may apply 
-Available in the UAO office (3rd floor, Union), 
405 Student Services Bldg. or the Registrar's office 
-Return to the UAO office. 
Coco sponsors 
The 
Candidates Forum 
11:30 am   Commuter Center 
April 15 Wed. : UAO Directors-at-Large 
April 16 Thur. : SGA Presidential Candidates 
April 17 Fri. : SGA Executive Candidates 
April 21 Tue. : SGA Off-Campus Senator Candidates 
